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"God’s world of peace is realized with married families at the center."
- True Parents

Matching Supporter Training
September 13-15 | Clifton, New Jersey
Are you inspired by the idea of helping people create a foundation for happy
marriages and families?
A training seminar for Matching Supporters will be held in Clifton, New Jersey on
September 13-15 together with the Parents Matching Convocation (PMC).

REGISTER NOW

National Parents
Matching Convocation
Sept. 13–14
Don't miss this chance to be part of the
National PMC happening next
weekend in Clifton, New Jersey!

REGISTER

Webinar: Talking
Matching With Your Kids
Sept. 19 at 9PM (EST)
How do you discuss the matching
process and the Blessing with your
children? Join us to hear about how to
start the conversation and keep it going
throughout your child's life. We will be
interviewing some parents who have
successfully navigagted these waters.
REGISTER

High Noon Summit in
New Jersey
September 28
This will be a great opportunity to learn
about healthy intimacy and connect with
the vision of a porn-free world of sexual
integrity. Join us for informative
presentations, moving testimonies, and
connecting with others!
REGISTER TODAY

Article: Dialing In To
Your Partner’s
Wavelength
Don’t roll your eyes at the concept of
‘love languages’ just yet because when
we use them with our spouses, it really
works! It is an incredibly effective way to
tune in to our spouses wavelength...
READ ARTICLE

Article: Balancing Busy
Families
Many parents ask, “Is it really possible
to raise well-adjusted kids while at the
same time trying to manage an
incredibly hectic and stressful work and
family life?” It is important to remember
that many well-adjusted adults grew up
with exceptionally busy parents...
READ ARTICLE

HighNoon Highlights
| Weekly Newsletter
Here's what High Noon has been up to
this week! Be sure to subscribe to their
newsletter!

CHECK IT OUT!

Follow us on Facebook!

Contact Us & Meet the Team!

